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QUESTION 1

A customer has a database that is fully journaled, including remote journals. The overnight backup of the data, including
access paths, completed normally. 

The system failed and the customer needs to recover on the remote journal system. 

After restoring the nightly save to the remote system, what must the administrator do to make the database usable on
the remote system? 

A. Apply journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers to the restored data. 

B. Apply journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers to the restored data. EDTRBDAP to monitor the
rebuild of the access paths. 

C. Restore the saved journals to the remote system.Apply journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers
to the restored data. EDTRBDAP to monitor the rebuild of the access paths. 

D. Restore the saved journals to the remote system.Associate the remote receivers to the restored journals.Apply
journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers to the restored data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator needs to update an HMC from V7 P7.3 to V7 P7.5 and plans to use a remote server to install the new
HMC code. 

Which remote servers or file systems are available for the update? 

A. NIM, NFS 

B. FTP1, NFS 

C. TFTP, FTP 

D. HTTP, NIM 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

During a disaster recovery test the restore job abnormally ended. The administrator discovered that 95 of the 200
libraries on the system were restored, including the main database libraries. The remaining libraries represent less than
10% of the system. 

Which sequence of actions will complete the restore in the minimum amount of time? 

A. Restart the restore with the RSTLIB *NONSYS command with the restore option of *NEW to only restore those
libraries not already restored.Then continue with the remaining restores DLO, IFS etc 
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B. Review the job log of the failed restore to determine why the restore failedRestart the restore with the RSTLIB
*NONSYS command with a resume point of *LSTRST Then continue with the remaining restores DLO, IFS etc 

C. Review the job log of the failed restore to determine the point at which the restore failedPerform a clear library for all
the user librariesRestart the restore using the RSTLIB\\'NONSYS commandThen continue with the remaining restores
DLO, IFS etc 

D. Review the job log of the failed restore to determine the point at which the restore failedIdentify the library that was
partially restoredClear the library that was partially restoredResume the restore using the RSTLIB *NONSYS command
and specify the starting libraryThen continue with the remaining restores DLO, IFS etc 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator has prepared an update package containing the prescribed groups and HIPER PTF5. When testing the
package, a message is received stating some of the PTEs cannot be applied because others are missing. 

What is the most efficient approach to accomplish a successful test? 

A. Apply the latest technology refresh. 

B. Apply the latest cumulative fix package. 

C. Inspect the job log for the missing PTFs. 

D. Read the PSP for cumulative updates for missing PTFs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A system with IBM i 7.1 has at least one lPv6 address configured. When a user tries to ping a remote system by name,
the response takes a long time. Ping by IP address (for example 10.x.x.x) works without delay. 

Which action will fix this problem? 

A. Use the command CHGTCPDMN and set the parameter HOSTSCHPTY to *LOCAL. 

B. Use the command CHGTCPDMN and set the parameter HOSTSCHPTY to *REMOTE. 

C. Update the Host Table Entries and add a IPv4 for that remote system name. 

D. Change the ping command default as follows: CHGCMDDFT CMD(PING) NEWDFT(ADRVERFMT (*IP4)) 

Correct Answer: D 
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